Reconsideration on the use of elastic models to predict the instantaneous load response of the knee joint.
Fluid pressurization in articular cartilages and menisci plays an important role in the mechanical function of the knee joint. However, fluid pressure has not been incorporated in previous finite element modelling of the knee, instead elastic models of the knee are widely used. It is believed that an elastic model can be used to predict the instantaneous load response of the knee as long as large effective moduli for the cartilaginous tissues are used. In the present study, the instantaneous response of the knee was obtained from a proposed model including fluid pressure and fibril reinforcement in the cartilaginous tissues. The results were then compared with those obtained from an elastic model using the effective modulus method. It was found that the deformations and contact pressures predicted by the two models were substantially different. An unconfined compression of a tissue disc was used to help understand the issue. It was clear that a full equivalence between the instantaneous and elastic responses could not be established even for this simple case. A partial equivalence in stress could be conditionally established for a given unconfined compression, but it was not valid for a different magnitude of compression. The instantaneous deformation of the intact tissues in the joint was even more difficult to determine using the effective modulus method. The results thus obtained were further compromised because of the uncertainty over the choice of effective modulus. The tissue non-linearity was one of the factors that made it difficult to establish the equivalence in stress. The pressurized tissue behaved differently from a solid material when non-linear fibril reinforcement was presented. The direct prediction of the instantaneous response using the proposed poromechanical model had the advantage of determining the fluid pressure and incompressible deformation.